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We consider the distribution function obtained by smoothing the original distribution function, defined in an earlier
publication, with aground-state harmonic oscillator wave function. We derive its time dependence and show that, in particular, the field-free result does not correspond to the classical result. We point out that the non-negative property of the
smoothed function follows immediately from the fact that the integral of the product of two of the original distribution
functions is equal, except for a factor 2762,to the transition probability between the two states they represent.

I. Definition of a non-negative (“‘smoothed”) quantum mechanical distribution function. Ln a recent publication [I], we examined the conditions which are necessary for providing a unique defmition for a quantum-mechanical distribution function P(q, p), where q and p are positional and momentum coordinates. The conditions we
listed lead uniquely to the result that, for every normalized state vector $,

P(q,p)=(fi)-l

s$(q

+v)*$(q

-.~)e~~pJ”‘dv ,

(1)

which is the original distribution function given in ref. [2]. Some of the properties of P are [l-3 ] :
(a) It is a hermitian, that is bilinear, form of the wave-function $. Hence it is real for all q and p. The hermitian
operator is, of course a function of q and p.
(b) If integrated over p, it gives the proper probabilities for the different values of q, and similarly with p * q.
(c) The transition probability between two states J/ and $ is given, in terms of the corresponding distribution
functions, PQ and PQ say, as follows:
1Jw*w

dxli

= 273 j-~P&wY’,&~)

dq dp .

(2)

As pointed out in ref. [2] and proven in ref. [3], conditions (a) and (b) are incompatible with the requirement
that the distribution function be everywhere nonnegative. In fact it is clear from condition (c) that the distribution
function given by eq. (1) has to be able to assume negative values.
Starting with Husimi [4], many authors obtained non-negative distribution functions by dropping condition (a).
In most cases this is essentially achieved, for all points (q, p), by smoothing P(q’, p’) with a density function D(q’,
p’) and integrating over all p’ and q’.
A natural and popular choice of the density function D is a gaussian distribution [4-81, recently considered
anew by Cartwright [9].
Our considerations here will be restricted to one dimension but it will be clear that they can be generalized to
higher dimensions. Consider a linear harmonic oscillator, centered at the point q and moving with an average momentum p. Then, as is well known, the ground-state wave-function, at the position q and average momentum p
’ Permanent address: Department of Physics, Joseph Henry Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.
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(3)

,

where (~q’)2= a/2. Using this expression for lIIq,p in eq. (1), it may easily be verified that the corresponding distribution function, Pqp(q’, p’, a) say, is
Pq,p(q’, p’, a) = (irh)—l ~_(q’_q)2/a~_a(p’—p)2m2.

(4)

This function has the property that
(~q’)2= a/2

and

(z~.q’)(~p’)
= h/2.

(4a)

This is the density function which, following Husimi [4], we will use to smooth P(q’, p’). Thus, the resultant smoothed distribution function, P
5(q, p, a) say, is simply
Ps(q,p,a)=ffP(q’,p’)Fqp(q’,p’,a)dp’dq’.

(5)

Carrying out an explicit calculation, Cartwright [9] showed that P8(q, p, a) is everywhere non-negative. However, it
is clear that since the rhs of eq. (5) is a particular case of the rhs of eq. (2), and since the lhs of eq. (2) is non-negative it follows immediately that
P5(q,p,a)~O,

(6)

for allq andp.
Before turning to a consideration of other properties of F5, not heretofore considered in the literature, it is convenient to use eqs. (4) and (5) to write explicitly
2/~
e (p—p)2m2 dq’ dp’
(7)
P5(q, p, a) = (irh)~ffp(q’, p’)e(~—~)
where the P without the index is the old distribution function (1). It may be of some interest to remark here already that P
5 is an “entire function” of q. and p, i.e. that the range of these variables may be extended to the whole
complex plane without encountering any irregularities. First of all, by simple differentiation, it is easy to verify
that
2P
2 —Q12/4a)a2P
2
(8)
aaP5/aa=(a/4)a 5/aq
5/ap
.

2. Time dependence of the smoothed distribution function. We next consider the equation of motion of P~.
The time dependence ofF
5 may be decomposed into two parts,
=

akPslat + a~P5/at
,

(9)

2/aq2, the second from the potential energy V/th part of the expression

the
first part resulting from the (ih/2m) a
for a~i/at.
It has already been shown [2] that the time dependence of P(q’, p’) corresponds to the classical result in the
field-free case, i.e.
=

—(p’/m)aP(q’,p’)/aq’,

(10)

and in the presence of a potential we have the extra contribution

a~P(q’,F’)/at=
where
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—
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y)] e_2iY/m dy

(12)

is the probability of a jump of the momentum by an amount / if the positional coordinate is q’.
Applying the results to eq. (7), we have, first of all, that
a~F
5(q,p,a)
2/a e~(P’P)2m2} dq’ dp’
________=
—(irh)~
aP(q’,p’) {e(q’q)

JR—

=

(13)

~e(~’~)2/0f e—a(P’—P)2fi~~2
} dq’ dp’

(~)_1JJP_P(q’, p’) ~

aq

the right side having been obtained by partial integration. But since the a/aq’, as applied to the expression in the
curly bracket can be replaced by —a/aq, we also have
a~P
2m2}dq’ dp’.
(14)
5(q,p,a)
—(irh)~~_ffP_P(ql,pl){e_(q~_q)2/a
e°(p’P)
at
The classical expression for

a~P

5(q,p, a)/at would be

~aP5(q,p,
a)
m
aq
= _(~)_1

21ae—a(P’—P)2/~3~}
dq’
F(ql,pl){e_((i~_dl)
and (14a) is

~ff~
The difference between the two expressions (14)

dp’.

(14a)

aJ~J~PP’p(q~,p1,~){~_(q~_q)2/e
e~(P’P)2m2}dq’ dp’

(irn)—’

(15)
=

-

(irh)~ fl2

a

(JP(q’,p1,a){e_(~’~)u/c5
e~(P’P)2m2}dq’dp

=

2am

aq ap P(q,p, a).

Hence we obtain
2 a
5(q,p,a)
1 /
h
at
=_p+-~~)~Fs(q,p,a).

a~r

(16)

It is thus clear that, in the field-free case, the time dependence of P
5(q, p, a), in contrast to that of P(q, p), is not
given by the classical expression but contains a correction term of order ~ But this is not a quantum effect: the
same expression would appear in the time derivative of the classical distribution function if this were “smoothed”
as in (7).
We turn now to a consideration of
2/a e_a(P’-P)2m2}dq’dp’.
(17)
a~P5(q,p,a), a~F(~’,p’)
{e(q’q)

fj.

at

at

Thus, utilizing eqs. (11) and (12) in eq. (17), we obtain

a~P
5(q,p,a)
2) ffffdp’ dq’ di dyP(q’,p’ +f)[V(q’ +y)— V(q’
at
(ith)Øth
_______

X

{e(q’q)2/a ea(P’P)2m2 e—2iiYm}

—--~-—-

_~

(18)

Im 1,

where
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(19)

e~(P’—P)2m2e—2i/Ym}.

Replacingy by anewvariable z y +q’ andp’byp” ~p’+jthisbecomes
J~,ffffp(qlpIl)e_(q+k~jm_q)2/a

e—a(P91—P”)2m2 V(z) eaj2m2+2ii(q—z)m dp” dq’ dj dz.

(20)

Because of eq. (7) and the possibility of extending ~ also to complex values of q and p, this can be written
also as
1’ irh Jfdj dz P

2m2+2ii(q_.z)m

(21)

.

5(q + ic~/h p +j, a) V(z) ~_~/
As was observed already before, P
5 is an entire function so that it remains uniquely defmed in spite of the complex
,

nature of one of its arguments. It now follows from eqs.
(16), (18) and (21) that
2 (9),
a \aP
aF5(q,p,a) a~p5(q,p,a) a~P5(q,p,a)
1
h
5(q,p,a)

at

at

=

ff

+

at

aq

m~~~2aapJ

(22)

4
[P~(qli4,p +hj,a)e_2i/(q_5) _F
2U(q_z)] V(z)e~/2djdz
—i(ith)
5(q +ia/,p +hj,a)e
the integration variable / of (21) having been replaced by 11/.
Eq. (22) is, probably, the shortest expression for the time derivative of P
5. It may be observed that the time
derivative of the smoothed distribution is not very simple even in classical theory not even if we restrict ourselves,
as was done in all the preceding discussion, to the non-relativistic limit.
The extension ofF5 into the complex plane in (22) can be made unnecessary by expanding the P5 under the
integral sign into a power series of iaj. The exponentials of i/(q z) are then replaced, for the successive q derivatives ofF5, by sin 2/(q z), cos 2/ (q z), —sin 21(q z), —cos 2/(q z), again sin 2j(q z), and so on. For the
factor accompanying the nth derivative ofF5 this can be written as sin[2j(q z) + ~nir]. Hence one obtains
aP5(q,p,a)
1/
~ a \aP5(q,p,a)
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

at
1

mkP~a~)
1

—--NE —rff
iT

aq

a~P5(q,p + h/, a)

ii.

aq~

(22a)

2

sin[2/(q

—

z) + ~nir] V(z)e~’ d/dz.

There are two, apparently different but mathematically identical, expressions for the time derivative of the old
distribution function F of (1): the one given by eq. (11) of ref. [2] (eqs. (10) and
(11)
of the
article),
2 and
shows
thepresent
analogy
to the the
other by expression
eq. (8) of the
The latter
is awill
power
series
h
classical
for same
aP/atarticle.
more clearly.
Theexpression
next section
derive
theinanalogue
of this for aP
5 tat, using the
old expression (8) of ref. [2] for aP/at.
3. Other expression for the time derivative ofF5. The alternate expression for

ai’5 /at is also a sum of the two

parts, as given by (9). Since the first part is again given by (16), only the second part, i.e. a~P5/atwill be recalculated. According to eq. (8) of ref. [2]
aUP(~~P)~l(fl\X_1
at
?~ X! ~2i/

aXv(q) aXF(q,p)
aqx

apx

The summation over X is to be extended over all odd positive integers. We have, therefore,
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a~P5(q,p, a) = i~ i

at

irIi ~ X! \2i1

(24)

2/0e—~(P’—P)2m2}dq’ dp’
~Xr,’y ‘\ ~Xn ‘
ap’A
(7~ aq’x
r ~q ‘
~q~° ~{e—(~’q)
By partial integrations with respect to p’ and replacement of the p’ derivatives of the last factor by its negative p
derivatives one obtains

X

~_‘

a~P

5(q,p,a) =

~

(~)X_1ax

2m2} dq’ dp’.

aXv~q’)P~q’,~

(25)

e—a(P’—P)

It is natural now to expand the derivatives of V into a power series of q’

—

q,

(26)

aqx

~zP~ aqx~
We then use the identity *1
xl.ie—x2/0~=

(—)“p! ~
2M

K

aM~
K!(/1—2K)!

d2Ke~~2/n
cIx!~—2K

(27)

in which the summation over ic is to be extended from 0 until p 2K becomes negative. It may be observed that if
p is even, the last term of (27) contains the function eX21n itself, if p is odd the last term contains the first derivative of this. Introducing now (27) into (25) withx = q’ q and replacing the q’ derivative of the last factor by
the negative q derivative [which introduces a factor (—)I~],one obtains finally
a~F
1aM—~ aPv(q)a
a~—2” ~
e~P~P)2m2
dp’dq’ (28)
—

—

~ ~h/2~—
at5~q,p,a)1
7thx~Kx!2uK!~p2K)!
aqx+M apxaq~_2K

Hence

aP

=—--ip-i-——i-—P
5(q,p,a)
11 ~2
a \a
at
m~
2aap/aq

2~

+ X~LK2X+M—lX!K!(p_2K)!
~.i
—
~
(jh)X_la~L—K
aX+~V(q)
ax a~— F(q pa).
aqX~apxaq~—2K

(29)

It may be good to recall that X assumes all odd but only odd values from 1 to infInity, K all integer values from
0 as long as p 2~remains non-negative, p all integer values from 0 to infinity.
The second part of (29) is surely not simple, neither is the corresponding expression in the classical limit (/1 = 0).
Eq. (29) was derived because it is easier to derive from the approximate expressions for aI’
5/at than it is from (22).
If the “smoothing” over the coordinate is very narrow, i.e. if a is assumed’to be very small, the second part of aF5 I
at naturally goes over into the expression for aP/at as given by eq. (23). If h is also assumed to be small, it goes
over into the classical expression. But many other approximate expressions for aJ’5/at can be derived from (29),
as were also from (23).
The preceding calculations and the resulting equations are apparently restricted to the case of a single dimension.
However, it is not difficult to generalise them for the general case of several dimensions. As to the more simple
expression (22) for ap5 fat, the variables q, p, / and z have to be treated as vectors of as many dimensions as there
are dimensions in coordinate (or momentum) space. The exponents / (q z) are to be replaced by the scalar products ofthe vectors/ and q z, the ~2 by! /. In the case of (29) the situation is a bit more complex: the indices
K, X, p must be replaced by as many sets of indices ~ X~,
p,~as there are space (or momentum) dimensions and
the summations extended
all these indices.
The
are
2K~must over
be non-negative,
as are
alsorestrictions
all K~,p~,
A, then that the sum of all the X must be odd and
that all the Pn
1.
*1 We could not find this equation
theright
literature,
though
it must have been known. It is not difficult to verify it for
2) oninthe
side areeven
Hermite
polynomials.
a = 1 the factors of exp(—x
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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